Corporate Tax Shelter Registration

AGENCY: Internal Revenue Service (IRS), Treasury.

ACTION: Temporary regulations.

SUMMARY: This document contains temporary regulations requiring the registration of confidential corporate tax shelters pursuant to section 6111(d) as amended by section 1028(a) of the Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997 (the Act). The temporary regulations affect persons responsible for registering confidential corporate tax shelters. The text of these temporary regulations also serves as the text of the proposed regulations set forth in the notice of proposed rulemaking published in the Proposed Rules section of this issue of the Federal Register.

Books or records relating to a collection of information must be retained as long as their contents may become material in the administration of any internal revenue law. Generally, tax returns and tax return information are confidential, as required by 26 U.S.C. 6103.

Background

In enacting section 6111(d), Congress added confidential corporate tax shelters as a type of tax shelter that must be registered under section 6111. Congress intended the provision to improve tax compliance by giving the Treasury Department earlier notification of transactions that may not comport with Federal tax law and by discouraging taxpayers from entering into questionable transactions. See H.R. Rep. No. 148, 105th Cong., 1st Sess. 469 (1997); S. Rep. No. 33, 105th Cong., 1st Sess. 148 (1997).

Section 1028(e)(1) of the Act provides that the registration requirements of section 6111 and the penalty provisions of section 6707 for failing to comply with the registration requirements apply to confidential corporate tax shelters in which interests are offered to potential participants after the IRS issues guidance on the registration requirements. These regulations provide the guidance necessary to activate the registration requirements of section 6111 and the penalty provisions of section 6707 for confidential corporate tax shelters.

These temporary regulations relate to disclosure obligations for tax shelter organizers and promoters under section 6111. Although the terms of section 6111(d)(1)(A), which are part of the definition of a confidential corporate tax shelter, are similar to the definition of tax shelter under section 6662(d)(2)(C)(iii), these temporary regulations are not intended to define a tax shelter for purposes of section 6662, which relates to the imposition of penalties.

Explanation of Provisions

I. In General

Under section 6111(d)(1) and the temporary regulations, a confidential corporate tax shelter is any entity, plan, arrangement, or transaction that satisfies the following three requirements: (1) A significant purpose of the structure of the transaction is the avoidance or evasion of Federal income tax for a direct or an indirect corporate participant; (2) the transaction is offered to any potential participant under conditions of confidentiality; and (3) the tax shelter promoters may receive fees in excess of $100,000 in the aggregate.

II. Significant Purpose of Tax Avoidance or Tax Evasion

Under the temporary regulations, there are three categories of transactions for which the avoidance or evasion of Federal income tax is considered a significant purpose of the structure of the transaction.

First, the avoidance or evasion of Federal income tax is considered a significant purpose of the structure of a transaction if the transaction is the same as or substantially similar to one of the specified types of transactions that the IRS has determined to be a tax avoidance transaction and identified by notice, regulation, or other form of published guidance as a listed transaction for purposes of section 6111.

Second, the avoidance or evasion of Federal income tax is generally considered a significant purpose of the structure of a transaction if the present value of the participant’s reasonably expected pre-tax profit (after taking into account foreign taxes as expenses and transaction costs) from the transaction is insignificant relative to the present value of the participant’s expected net Federal income tax savings from the transaction. However, if the substance of the transaction is the borrowing of money or the acquisition of financial capital by a corporate participant, the transaction falls within this second category if the present value of the Federal income tax deductions of the taxpayer to whom the loan or financial capital is provided significantly exceeds the present value of the pre-tax return of the person providing the loan or financial capital.

Third, the avoidance or evasion of Federal income tax is generally considered to be a significant purpose of the structure of a transaction if the transaction has been structured to produce Federal income tax benefits that constitute an important part of the intended results of the transaction and the tax shelter promoter (or other person...
who would be responsible for registration under this section) reasonably expects the transaction to be presented (in the same or substantially similar form) to more than one potential participant. However, a transaction does not come within this third category if the promoter reasonably determines that the potential participant is expected to participate in the transaction in the ordinary course of its business in a form consistent with customary commercial practice, and the promoter reasonably determines that there is a long-standing and generally accepted understanding that the expected Federal income tax benefits from the transaction (taking into account any combination of intended tax consequences) are allowable under the Code for substantially similar transactions.

Except for listed transactions, the avoidance or evasion of Federal income tax will not be considered a significant purpose of the structure of a transaction if the tax shelter promoter (or other person who would be responsible for registration under this section) reasonably determines that there is no reasonable basis under Federal tax law for denial of any significant portion of the expected Federal income tax benefits from the transaction.

The IRS may make a determination, by published guidance, individual ruling, or otherwise, that a transaction is not required to be registered under the temporary regulations. If a tax shelter promoter (or other person who would be responsible for registration under this section) reasonably determines that a transaction is properly classified as a confidential corporate tax shelter or is otherwise uncertain whether registration is required under this section, that person may, on or before the date that registration would otherwise be required under this section, submit a request to the IRS for a ruling as to whether the transaction is subject to the registration requirements of this section. If the request fully discloses all relevant facts relating to the transaction, that person’s potential obligation to register the transaction will be suspended during the period that the ruling request is pending and, if the Service subsequently concludes that the transaction is a confidential corporate tax shelter subject to registration under this section, until the sixtieth day after the issuance of the ruling (or, if the request is withdrawn, sixty days from the date that the request is withdrawn).

In the alternative, that person may register the transaction in accordance with the requirements of this section and append a statement to the Form 8264, “Application for Registration of a Tax Shelter,” which states that the person is uncertain whether the transaction is required to be registered as a confidential corporate tax shelter, and that the Form 8264 is being filed on a protective basis.

III. Conditions of Confidentiality

Section 6111(d)(2) describes when an offer is made under conditions of confidentiality. The determination of whether an offer is made under conditions of confidentiality is based on all the facts and circumstances surrounding the offer, including prior conduct of the parties. If an offeree’s disclosure of the structure or tax aspects of the transaction is limited in any way by an express or implied understanding or agreement with or for the benefit of a tax shelter promoter, an offer is considered made under conditions of confidentiality, whether or not such understanding or agreement is legally binding. An offer will also be considered made under conditions of confidentiality in the absence of any such understanding or agreement if any tax shelter promoter knows or has reason to know the transaction is protected from disclosure or use in any other manner, such as where the transaction is claimed to be proprietary to the tax shelter promoter or any party other than the offeree. An offeree’s privilege to maintain the confidentiality of a communication relating to a tax shelter in which the taxpayer might participate or has agreed to participate, including an offeree’s confidential communication with the offeree’s attorney, is not itself a condition of confidentiality.

The temporary regulations provide that, unless facts and circumstances clearly indicate otherwise, an offer is not considered made under conditions of confidentiality if the tax shelter promoter enters into a written agreement with each person who participates or discusses participation in the transaction and such agreement expressly authorizes such persons to disclose every aspect of the transaction to any and all persons, without limitation of any kind.

IV. Fees

The third requirement that must be satisfied for a transaction to be treated as a confidential corporate tax shelter is that the tax shelter promoters, whether or not related, may receive fees in excess of $100,000 in the aggregate. In determining whether the tax shelter promoters may receive fees in excess of $100,000, all the facts and circumstances surrounding the transaction are considered. For this purpose, all consideration that may be received by the tax shelter promoters is taken into account, including contingent fees, fees in the form of equity interests, and fees the promoters may receive for other transactions as consideration for promoting the tax shelter.

For example, if a tax shelter promoter may receive a fee for arranging a transaction that is a confidential corporate tax shelter and/or a separate fee for another transaction that is not a confidential corporate tax shelter, part or all of the fee paid with respect to the other transaction may be treated as a fee paid with respect to the confidential corporate tax shelter if the facts and circumstances indicate that the fee paid for the other transaction is in consideration for the confidential corporate tax shelter. For purposes of determining whether the tax shelter promoters may receive fees in excess of $100,000, the fees from all substantially similar transactions are considered part of the same tax shelter and must be aggregated.

V. Registration Requirements

To register a confidential corporate tax shelter, the person responsible for registering the tax shelter must file Form 8264, “Application for Registration of a Tax Shelter.” (Form 8264 is also used to register tax shelters defined in section 6111(c).) The exemptions from the registration requirements contained in the instructions to the current Form 8264 apply only to tax shelters defined in section 6111(c). Form 8264 will be revised and will include specific requirements and instructions for registering confidential corporate tax shelters. Until that time, persons responsible for registering confidential corporate tax shelters should follow the registration procedures outlined in these regulations.

The temporary regulations provide that the person registering a confidential corporate tax shelter must provide a detailed description of the tax shelter, including the structure of the tax shelter and the tax benefits. Any written materials presented in connection with an offer to participate in the shelter are required to be submitted with the registration form.

Consistent with the registration requirements for tax shelters defined in section 6111(c), the temporary regulations provide that any transactions involving similar business assets or similar plans or arrangements that are offered to corporate taxpayers by the same person or by related persons are aggregated as a single tax shelter. However, in contrast with the registration requirements...
applicable to tax shelters defined in section 6111(c), the temporary regulations allow the tax shelter promoter to file a single Form 8264 with respect to any such aggregated tax shelter, provided an amended Form 8264 is filed to reflect any material changes and to include any additional or revised written materials presented in connection with an offer to participate in the shelter. Furthermore, the temporary regulations require all transactions that are part of the same tax shelter and that are to be carried out by the same corporate participant (or one or more other members of the same affiliated group within the meaning of section 1504) to be registered on the same Form 8264.

The temporary regulations provide that in cases in which an attorney or federally authorized tax practitioner acts as a tax shelter promoter with respect to a client’s participation in a confidential corporate tax shelter and believes that information which would otherwise be required to be disclosed on Form 8264 is protected by the attorney-client privilege or the confidentiality privilege under section 7525(a), such promoter may omit the information believed to be privileged from Form 8264 if the promoter attaches a statement to the Form 8264 as described in these temporary regulations.

Section 6111(a)(1) requires a tax shelter to be registered not later than the day on which the first offering for sale of interests in such shelter occurs.

Section 6111(d)(4) provides that an offer to participate in a confidential corporate tax shelter shall be treated as an offer for sale. Registration under these temporary regulations will be limited to confidential corporate tax shelters that are offered for sale after February 28, 2000. If interests in a confidential corporate tax shelter were first offered for sale on or before February 28, 2000, the first offer for sale of interests in the shelter that occurs after February 28, 2000 shall be considered the first offer for sale under this section. The temporary regulations provide that the IRS will consider a registration as timely made for a confidential corporate tax shelter in which interests are offered for sale after February 28, 2000 if the confidential corporate tax shelter is registered no later than August 29, 2000.

If a transaction becomes a confidential corporate tax shelter (e.g., because of a change in the law or factual circumstances, or because the transaction is a listed transaction) subsequent to the first offering for sale after February 28, 2000, and the transaction was not previously required to be registered as a confidential corporate tax shelter under this section, the transaction must be registered under this section if interests are offered for sale after the transaction becomes a confidential corporate tax shelter. The transaction must be registered by the later of the next offering for sale of interests in the shelter or August 29, 2000. However, because transactions identified as listed transactions are generally considered to have been structured for a significant tax avoidance purpose, such transactions ordinarily will have been subject to registration under this section before becoming listed transactions.

The temporary regulations provide that if an interest in a confidential corporate tax shelter is first offered for sale after February 28, 2000 and that shelter is also a tax shelter under section 6111(c), the person responsible for registering the shelter may either (1) complete and file Form 8264, including the information required by these temporary regulations for confidential corporate tax shelters, not later than the day on which an interest in the shelter is first offered for sale after February 28, 2000, or (2) complete and file Form 8264 for the section 6111(c) tax shelter not later than the day on which an interest in the tax shelter is first offered for sale under section 6111(a) and then file an amended Form 8264 with the information required by these temporary regulations not later than August 29, 2000.

VI. Tax Shelter Promoter and Person Required to Register

The temporary regulations provide that the term “tax shelter promoter” as described in section 6111(d)(2) includes a tax shelter organizer under section 6111(e)(1) and § 301.6111–1T(Q&A–26 through Q&A–32) and any other person who participates in the organization, management or sale of a tax shelter (other than a person who merely performs services of the kind described in Q&A–33 of § 301.6111–1T or any person related (within the meaning of section 267 or 707) to such tax shelter organizer or such other person.

In addition to the registration rules in section 6111, the rules in § 301.6111–1T(Q&A–34 through Q&A–39) apply for determining who must register a confidential corporate tax shelter.

The temporary regulations specify that, if all of the tax shelter promoters of a confidential corporate tax shelter are foreign persons and none of such promoters registers the shelter, any person who discusses participation in the shelter must register the shelter under section 6111(a). Pursuant to the authority in section 6111(f)(4), under limited circumstances, the temporary regulations apply to foreign as well as United States persons. For example, a foreign corporation that participates in a tax shelter with a significant purpose of reducing its United States taxes would be required to register the tax shelter if there were no U.S. promoters and the other requirements of the temporary regulations were satisfied.

Under the temporary regulations, if all the tax shelter promoters of a confidential corporate tax shelter are foreign persons, any person who discusses participation in the confidential corporate tax shelter with a tax shelter promoter must register the shelter within 90 days of beginning such discussions unless one or more of the following occurs: (1) the person does not participate in the shelter and notifies the promoter in writing, within the 90-day period, that the person will not participate; or (2) within the 90-day period, the person obtains and reasonably relies on both a written statement from one of the tax shelter promoters that such promoter has registered the tax shelter under this section and a copy of the registration.

To prevent avoidance of the purposes of section 6111(d)(3), the temporary regulations treat any person that participates in a shelter as having discussed that participation. Such discussion will be treated as occurring on the date of the agreement to participate or, if earlier, any other date the person is treated as having discussed participation under any other provision of these regulations. Thus, the participant is treated as having discussed participation in the shelter even if the agreement to participate is made without direct discussions by the participant. This might occur, for example, if participation is agreed to through an intermediary acting on the participant’s behalf.

The temporary regulations also state that a person (first person) will be treated as participating indirectly in (and therefore as discussing) a tax shelter if a foreign person in which the first person has at least a 10 percent interest participates in the shelter with a significant purpose of avoiding or evading the first person’s Federal income tax. For example, if a foreign corporation participates in a confidential corporate tax shelter with a significant purpose of reducing its 10 percent corporate shareholder’s Federal income taxes, the temporary regulations would require the shareholder to register the tax shelter if all promoters are foreign.
For purposes of the registration requirements under section 6111(d)(3), it is presumed that the tax shelter promoters may receive fees in excess of $100,000 in the aggregate unless the person who would be responsible for registering the tax shelter can show otherwise.

VII. Investor List Requirement of Section 6112

Any person who organizes or sells an interest in a confidential corporate tax shelter must maintain a list of persons who were sold an interest in the tax shelter and such other information as required by section 6112. See § 301.6112–1T. Amendments to the temporary regulations under section 6112 have been published concurrently with the temporary regulations under section 6111(d). Among other things, the amended temporary regulations under section 6112 require lists to be maintained with respect to transactions for which the avoidance or evasion of Federal income tax is considered to be a significant purpose of the structure of the transaction, as determined in these temporary regulations under section 6111(d)(1)(A), whether or not the transactions are offered under conditions of confidentiality.

VIII. Effective Date

The regulations apply to confidential corporate tax shelters in which any interests are offered for sale after February 28, 2000.

Special Analyses

It has been determined that this Treasury decision is not a significant regulatory action as defined in Executive Order 12866. Therefore, a regulatory assessment is not required. It has also been determined that section 553(b) of the Administrative Procedure Act (5 U.S.C. chapter 5) does not apply to these regulations. It is hereby certified that the collection of information in these regulations will not have a significant economic impact on a substantial number of small entities. This certification is based upon the fact that the persons responsible for promoting and registering the transactions described in these regulations are principally large publicly traded corporations, and the burden is not significant as described earlier in the preamble. Therefore, a Regulatory Flexibility Analysis under the Regulatory Flexibility Act (5 U.S.C. chapter 6) is not required. Pursuant to section 7805(f) of the Internal Revenue Code, these temporary regulations will be submitted to the Chief Counsel for Advocacy of the Small Business Administration for comment on their impact on small business.

Drafting Information

The principal authors of these regulations are Mary Beth Collins and Richard Castanon, Office of Chief Counsel (Passthroughs and Special Industries) and Rebecca Rosenberg, Office of Chief Counsel (International). However, other personnel from the IRS and Treasury Department participated in their development.

List of Subjects

26 CFR Part 301

Employment taxes, Estate taxes, Excise taxes, Gift taxes, Income taxes, Penalties, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements.

26 CFR Part 602

Reporting and recordkeeping requirements.

Adoption of Amendments to the Regulations

Accordingly, 26 CFR parts 301 and 602 are amended as follows:

PART 301—PROCEDURE AND ADMINISTRATION

Paragraph 1. The authority citation for part 301 is amended by adding an entry in numerical order to read as follows:

Authority: 26 U.S.C. 7805 * * *

Section 301.6111–2T also issued under 26 U.S.C. 6111(f)(4). * * *

Par. 2. Section 301.6111–2T is amended to read as follows:

§ 301.6111–2T Confidential corporate tax shelters (Temporary).

(a) In general—(1) Under section 6111(d) and this section, a confidential corporate tax shelter is treated as a tax shelter subject to the requirements of sections 6111(a) and (b).

(2) A confidential corporate tax shelter is any transaction—

(i) A significant purpose of the structure of which is the avoidance or evasion of Federal income tax, as described in paragraph (b) of this section, for a direct or indirect corporate participant;

(ii) That is offered to any potential participant under conditions of confidentiality, as described in paragraph (c) of this section; and

(iii) For which the tax shelter promoters may receive fees in excess of $100,000 in the aggregate, as described in paragraph (d) of this section.

(3) For purposes of this section, references to the term transaction include all of the factual elements necessary to support the tax benefits that are expected to be claimed with respect to any entity, plan, or arrangement, including any series of related steps carried out as part of a prearranged plan.

(4) A transaction described in paragraph (b) of this section is for a direct or an indirect corporate participant if it is expected to provide Federal income tax benefits to any corporation (U.S. or foreign) whether or not that corporation participates directly in the transaction.

(b) Transactions structured for avoidance or evasion of Federal income tax—(1) In general. The avoidance or evasion of Federal income tax will be considered a significant purpose of the structure of a transaction if the transaction is described in paragraph (b)(2), (3), or (4) of this section.

However, a transaction described in paragraph (b)(3) or (4) of this section need not be registered if the transaction is described in paragraph (b)(5) of this section. For purposes of this section, Federal income tax benefits include deductions, exclusions from gross income, nonrecognition of gain, tax credits, adjustments (or the absence of adjustments) to the basis of property, and any other tax consequences that may reduce a taxpayer’s Federal income tax liability by affecting the timing, character, or source of any item of income, gain, deduction, loss, or credit.

(2) Listed transactions. A transaction is described in this paragraph (b)(2) if the transaction is the same as or substantially similar to one of the types of transactions that the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) has determined to be a tax avoidance transaction and identified by notice, regulation, or other form of published guidance as a listed transaction for purposes of section 6111. If a transaction becomes a listed transaction after the date on which registration would otherwise be required under this section, and if the transaction otherwise satisfies the confidentiality and fee requirements of paragraphs (a)(2)(i) and (iii) of this section, registration shall in all events be required with respect to any interests in the transaction that are offered for sale after the transaction becomes a listed transaction. However, because a transaction identified as a listed transaction is generally considered to have been structured for a significant tax avoidance purpose, such a transaction ordinarily will have been subject to registration under this section before becoming a listed regulation if the transaction previously satisfied the confidentiality and fee requirements of
Paragraphs (a)(2)(ii) and (iii) of this section.

(3) Transactions lacking economic substance—(i) Except as provided in paragraph (b)(3)(ii) of this section, a transaction is described in this paragraph (b)(3) if the present value of the participant's reasonably expected pre-tax profit (after taking into account foreign taxes as expenses and transaction costs) from the transaction is insignificant relative to the present value of the participant's expected net Federal income tax savings from the transaction.

(ii) If the substance of the transaction is the borrowing of money or the acquisition of financial capital by a corporate participant, the transaction is described in this paragraph (b)(3) only if the present value of the Federal income tax deductions of the taxpayer to whom the loan or financial capital is provided significantly exceeds the present value of the pre-tax return of the person providing the loan or financial capital.

(4) Other tax-structured transactions. A transaction is described in this paragraph (b)(4) if it has been structured to produce Federal income tax benefits that constitute an important part of the intended results of the transaction and the tax shelter promoter (or other person who would be responsible for registration under this section) reasonably expects the transaction to be presented in the same or substantially similar form to more than one potential participant, unless the promoter reasonably determines that—

(i) The potential participant is expected to participate in the transaction in the ordinary course of its business (including transactions described in §1.6011-4T(b)(3)(iii)) in a form consistent with customary commercial practice; and

(ii) There is a long-standing and generally accepted understanding that the expected Federal income tax benefits from the transaction (taking into account any combination of intended tax consequences) are allowable under the Internal Revenue Code for substantially similar transactions.

(5) Excepted transactions. The avoidance or evasion of Federal income tax will not be considered a significant purpose of the structure of a transaction if the transaction is described in either paragraph (b)(5)(i) or (ii) of this section.

(i) In the case of a transaction other than a transaction described in paragraph (b)(2) of this section, the tax shelter promoter (or other person who would be responsible for registration under this section) reasonably determines that there is no reasonable basis under Federal tax law for denial of any significant portion of the expected Federal income tax benefits from the transaction. Such a determination must take into account the entirety of the transaction and any combination of tax consequences that are expected to result from any component steps of the transaction, must not be based on any unreasonable or unrealistic factual assumptions, and must take into account all relevant aspects of Federal tax law, including the statute and legislative history, treaties, authoritative administrative guidance, and judicial decisions that establish principles of general application in the tax law (e.g., Gregory v. Helvering, 293 U.S. 465 (1935)).

(ii) The IRS makes a determination, by published guidance, individual ruling under paragraph (b)(6) of this section, or otherwise, that the transaction is not subject to the registration requirements of this section.

(6) Request for ruling. If a tax shelter promoter (or other person who would be responsible for registration under this section) is uncertain whether a transaction is properly classified as a confidential corporate tax shelter or is otherwise uncertain whether registration is required under this section, that person may, on or before the date that registration would otherwise be required under this section, submit a request to the IRS for a ruling as to whether the transaction is subject to the registration requirements of this section. If the request fully discloses all relevant facts relating to the transaction, that person's potential obligation to register the transaction will be suspended during the period that the ruling request is pending and, if the IRS subsequently concludes that the transaction is a confidential corporate tax shelter subject to registration under this section, until the sixtieth day after the issuance of the ruling (or, if the request is withdrawn, sixty days from the date that the request is withdrawn).

In the alternative, that person may register the transaction in accordance with the requirements of this section and append a statement to the Form 8264, "Application for Registration of a Tax Shelter," which states that the person is uncertain whether the transaction is required to be registered as a confidential corporate tax shelter, and that the Form 8264 is being filed on a protective basis.

(7) Examples. The following examples illustrate the application of paragraphs (b)(1) through (b)(5) of this section. Assume, for purposes of these examples, that the transactions are not the same as or substantially similar to any of the types of transactions that the IRS has identified as listed transactions for purposes of section 6111 and thus are not described in paragraph (b)(2) of this section. The examples are as follows:

Example 1—(i) Facts. Promoter organizes a transaction between X, a U.S. corporation, and FC, a foreign entity that is not subject to Federal income tax. FC contributes cash to PRS, a partnership, in exchange for a 99 percent partnership interest in PRS. Promoter is initially the only other partner in PRS. FC will receive a market rate of return on its cash contribution and a fee for participating in the transaction. PRS purchases personal property and then leases it. PRS sells its right to the lease payments in exchange for cash. PRS allocates 99 percent of the income from the sale to FC and one percent to Promoter. PRS retains the leased property. Shortly after PRS's sale of the lease payments, X buys FC's 99 percent partnership interest in PRS. The depreciation deductions on the leased property are then allocated 99 percent to X and one percent to Promoter.

(ii) Analysis. The transaction is described in paragraph (b)(3)(i) of this section because the present value of X's reasonably expected pre-tax profit from the transaction is insignificant relative to the present value of X's expected net Federal income tax savings from the transaction. Therefore, unless Promoter can reasonably determine that the IRS would have no reasonable basis for denial of any significant portion of the Federal income tax benefits intended for X, the transaction is described in paragraph (b)(1) of this section.

Example 2—(i) Facts. Y has designed a combination of financial instruments to be issued as a package by corporations. The financial instruments are expected to be treated as equity for financial accounting purposes and as debt giving rise to allowable interest deductions for Federal income tax purposes. Y reasonably expects to present this method of raising capital to more than one potential corporate participant. Assume the transaction is not described in paragraph (b)(3) of this section. Assume that, because of the unusual nature of the combination of financial instruments, Y cannot conclude either that the transaction represented by the financial instruments is in customary commercial form or that there is a long-standing and generally accepted understanding that interest deductions are available to issuers of substantially similar combinations of financial instruments. Further, assume that Y cannot reasonably determine that the IRS would have no reasonable basis to deny the deductions.

(ii) Analysis. The transaction represented by this combination of financial instruments is a transaction described in paragraph (b)(4) of this section. However, if Y is uncertain whether this transaction is described in paragraph (b)(4) of this section, or is otherwise uncertain whether registration is required, Y may apply for a ruling under paragraph (b)(6) of this section, and the transaction will not be required to be registered while the ruling is pending or for sixty days thereafter.
Conditions of confidentiality—(1) In general. All the facts and circumstances relating to the transaction will be considered when determining whether an offer is made under conditions of confidentiality as described in section 6111(d)(2), including prior conduct of the parties. Pursuant to section 6111(d)(2)(A), if an offeree’s disclosure of the structure or tax aspects of the transaction is limited in any way by an express or implied understanding or agreement with or for the benefit of any tax shelter promoter, an offer is considered made under conditions of confidentiality, whether or not such understanding or agreement is legally binding. Pursuant to section 6111(d)(2)(B), an offer will also be considered made under conditions of confidentiality in the absence of any such understanding or agreement if any tax shelter promoter knows or has reason to know that the transaction is protected from disclosure or use in any other manner, such as where the transaction is claimed to be proprietary to the tax shelter promoter or any party other than the offeree. An offeror’s privilege to maintain the confidentiality of a communication relating to a tax shelter in which the taxpayer might participate or has agreed to participate, including an offeree’s confidential communication with the offeror’s attorney, is not itself a condition of confidentiality.

(2) Presumption. Unless facts and circumstances clearly indicate otherwise, an offer is not considered made under conditions of confidentiality if the tax shelter promoter enters into a written agreement with each person who participates or discusses participation in the transaction and such agreement expressly authorizes such persons to disclose every aspect of the transaction with any and all persons, without limitation of any kind.

(d) Determination of fees. All the facts and circumstances relating to the transaction will be considered when determining the amount of fees, in the aggregate, that the tax shelter promoters may receive. For purposes of this paragraph (d), all consideration that tax shelter promoters may receive is taken into account, including contingent fees, fees in the form of equity interests, and fees the promoters may receive for other transactions as consideration for promoting the tax shelter. For example, if a tax shelter promoter may receive a fee for arranging a transaction that is a confidential corporate tax shelter and a separate fee for another transaction that is not a confidential corporate tax shelter, part or all of the fee paid with respect to the other transaction may be treated as a fee paid with respect to the confidential corporate tax shelter if the facts and circumstances indicate that the fee paid for the other transaction is in consideration for the confidential corporate tax shelter. For purposes of determining whether the tax shelter promoters may receive fees in excess of $100,000, the fees from all substantially similar transactions are considered part of the same tax shelter and must be aggregated.

(e) Registration—(1) Time for registering.—(i) In general. A tax shelter must be registered not later than the day on which the first offering for sale of interests in the shelter occurs. An offer to participate in a confidential corporate tax shelter shall be treated as an offer for sale. If interests in a confidential corporate tax shelter were first offered for sale on or before February 28, 2000, the first offer for sale of interests in the shelter that occurs after February 28, 2000 shall be considered the first offer for sale under this section. (ii) Certain registrations deemed timely—(A) In general. The IRS will consider a registration as timely made for a confidential corporate tax shelter in which interests are offered for sale after February 28, 2000, if the tax shelter is registered no later than August 29, 2000. If an interest in a confidential corporate tax shelter is first offered for sale after February 28, 2000 and the tax shelter also constitutes a tax shelter under section 6111(c), the persons responsible for registering the tax shelter may either complete and file Form 8264, “Application for Registration of a Tax Shelter”, including the information required by paragraph (e)(2) of this section, not later than the day on which an interest in the tax shelter is first offered for sale after February 28, 2000, or complete and file Form 8264, “Application for Registration of a Tax Shelter”, for the section 6111(c) tax shelter not later than the day on which an interest in the tax shelter is first offered for sale under section 6111(a) and then file an amended Form 8264 with the information required by paragraph (e)(2) of this section not later than August 29, 2000.

(B) Special rule. If a transaction becomes a confidential corporate tax shelter (e.g., because of a change in the law or factual circumstances, or because the transaction becomes a listed transaction) subsequent to the first offering for sale after February 28, 2000, and the transaction was not previously required to be registered as a confidential corporate tax shelter under this section, the transaction must be registered under this section if interests are offered for sale after the transaction becomes a confidential corporate tax shelter. The transaction must be registered by the later of the next offering for sale of interests in the shelter or August 29, 2000.

(2) Procedures for registering.—(i) In general. To register a confidential corporate tax shelter, the person responsible for registering the tax shelter must file Form 8264, “Application for Registration of a Tax Shelter”. (Form 8264 is also used to register tax shelters defined in section 6111(c).) The exemptions from the registration requirements contained in the instructions to the current Form 8264 apply only to tax shelters defined in section 6111(c). Similar to the treatment provided under Q&A–22 and Q&A–48 of §301.6111–1T, transactions involving similar business assets and similar plans or arrangements that are offered to corporate taxpayers by the same person or related persons are aggregated and considered part of a single tax shelter. However, in contrast with the requirement of Q&A–48 of §301.6111–1T, the tax shelter promoter may file a single Form 8264 with respect to any such aggregated tax shelter, provided an amended Form 8264 is filed to reflect any material changes and to include any additional or revised written materials presented in connection with an offer to participate in the shelter. Furthermore, all transactions that are part of the same tax shelter and that are to be carried out by the same corporate participant (or one or more other members of the same affiliated group within the meaning of section 1504) must be registered on the same Form 8264.

(ii) Interim registration procedure. Until Form 8264 and its instructions are revised to incorporate the provisions of this paragraph (e)(2)(ii), the person responsible for registering a confidential corporate tax shelter must—

(A) Type or legibly print “Confidential Corporate Tax Shelter Filed Under §301.6111–2T” at the top of Form 8264 (Rev. 11–99), “Application for Registration of a Tax Shelter”;

(B) Complete Part I and lines 1a, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 12 in Part II of Form 8264; (C) In the section titled “Explanations of Items” on Form 8264, provide a detailed description of the tax shelter, including a description of the structure of the tax shelter and the intended tax benefits;

(D) Attach any written materials that are presented to potential participants in connection with the offering of sales of interests in the tax shelter, including
information, for which the privilege is claimed—
(A) Specifically represent that the information was a confidential practitioner-client communication and, in the case of information which a federally authorized tax practitioner claims is privileged under section 7525, that the omitted information was not part of tax advice that constituted the promotion of a tax shelter within the meaning of section 7525(b);
(B) Specifically represent that the person required to register (and, to the best of such person’s knowledge and belief, all others in possession of the omitted information) did not disclose the omitted information to any person whose receipt of such information would result in a waiver of the privilege.

(f) Definition of tax shelter promoter. For purposes of section 6111(d)(2) and this section, the term “tax shelter promoter” includes a tax shelter organizer as defined in section 6111(e)(1) and any promoter that is a United States person. As used in this section, a tax shelter promoter must register under section 6111(d).

(g) Person required to register—(1) Tax shelter promoters. In addition to the rules in section 6111, taxpayers must use the rules of § 301.6111–1T (Q&A–34 through Q&A–39) in determining the circumstances under which a tax shelter promoter must register a confidential corporate tax shelter described in section 6111(d).

(2) Persons who discuss the transaction; all promoters are foreign persons—(i) In general. If all of the tax shelter promoters of a confidential corporate tax shelter are foreign persons, any person who discusses participation in the transaction must register the tax shelter under this section within 90 days after beginning such discussions.

(ii) Exceptions. Registration by a person discussing participation in a transaction is not required if either—
(A) The person does not participate, directly or indirectly, in the shelter and notifies the tax shelter promoter in writing, within 90 days of beginning such discussions, that the person will not participate; or
(B) Within 90 days after beginning such discussions, the person obtains and reasonably relies on both—

(1) A written statement from one of the tax shelter promoters that such promoter has registered the tax shelter under this section; and
(2) A copy of the registration.

(iii) Determination of foreign status. For purposes of this paragraph (g)(2), a person must presume that all tax shelter promoters are foreign persons unless the person either—
(A) Discusses participation in the tax shelter with a promoter that is a United States person; or
(B) Obtains and reasonably relies on a written statement from one of the promoters that at least one of the promoters is a United States person.

(iv) Discussion. Discussing participation in a transaction includes discussing such participation with any person that conveys the tax shelter promoter’s proposal. For purposes of this paragraph (g)(2), any person that participates directly or indirectly in a transaction will be treated as having discussed participation in the transaction not later than the date of the agreement to participate. Thus, a tax shelter participant will be treated as having discussed participation in the transaction even if all discussions were conducted by an intermediary and the agreement to participate was made indirectly through another person acting on the participant’s behalf (for example, through an intermediary empowered to commit the participant to participate in the shelter).

(v) Special rule for controlled entities. A person (first person) will be treated as participating indirectly in a confidential corporate tax shelter if a foreign person controlled by the first person participates in the shelter, and a significant purpose of the shelter is the avoidance or evasion of the first person’s Federal income tax. For purposes of this paragraph (g)(2)(v), control of a foreign corporation or partnership will be determined under the rules of section 6038(e)(2) and (3), except that such section shall be applied by substituting “10” for “50” each place it appears and “at least” for “more than” each place it appears. In addition, section 6038(e)(2) shall be applied for these purposes without regard to the constructive ownership rules of section 318 and by treating stock as owned if it is owned directly or indirectly. Any beneficiary with a 10 percent or more interest in a foreign trust or estate shall be treated as controlling that trust or estate for purposes of this paragraph (g)(2)(v).
(vi) Other rules—(A) For purposes of the registration requirements under section 6111(d)(3), it is presumed that the tax shelter promoters will receive fees in excess of $100,000 in the aggregate unless the person responsible for registering the tax shelter can show otherwise.

(B) Any person treated as a tax shelter promoter under section 6111(d) solely by reason of being related (within the meaning of section 267 or 707) to a foreign promoter will be treated as a foreign promoter for purposes of this paragraph (g)(2).

(h) Effective date. This section applies to confidential corporate tax shelters in which any interests are offered for sale after February 28, 2000. If an interest is sold after February 28, 2000, it is treated as offered for sale after February 28, 2000 unless the sale was pursuant to a written binding contract entered into on or before February 28, 2000.

Par. 3. In §602.101, paragraph (b) is amended by adding an entry for §301.6111–2T to read as follows:

§602.101 OMB Control numbers.  
* * * * *  
(b) * * *  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CFR part or section where identified and described</th>
<th>Current OMB control No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>301.6111–2T</td>
<td>1545–0865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1545–1687</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Charles O. Rossotti,  
Commissioner of Internal Revenue.  

Jonathan Talisman,  
Acting Assistant Secretary of the Treasury.  
[FR Doc. 00–4844 Filed 2–28–00; 8:45 am]
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Technical Amendment to the Finding of Significant Contribution and Rulemaking for Certain States for Purposes of Reducing Regional Transport of Ozone

AGENCY: Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

ACTION: Final rule; technical amendment.

SUMMARY: The EPA is revising the nitrogen oxides (NOx) statewide emissions budgets for the 22 States and the District of Columbia which are required to submit State implementation plan (SIP) revisions to address the regional transport of ozone (also referred to as the NOx SIP call) (63 FR 57356, October 27, 1998). These revisions are mainly based on comments received for emissions inventory revisions to 2007 baseline information used to establish each State’s budget during the comment periods for both the NOx SIP call and the “Technical Amendment to the Finding of Significant Contribution and Rulemaking for Certain States for Purposes of Reducing Regional Transport of Ozone” which was published on May 14, 1999. Some revisions were made based on comments received after the comment periods but deemed to be technically justified.

EFFECTIVE DATE: This rule is effective April 3, 2000.

ADDRESSES: Dockets containing information relating to this rulemaking (Docket Nos. A–96–56, A–97–43, and A–98–12) are available for public inspection at the Office of Air and Radiation Docket and Information Center (6102), U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 401 M St., SW, Room M–1500, Washington, DC 20460, telephone (202) 260–7548, between 8:00 a.m. and 5:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, excluding legal holidays. A reasonable fee may be charged for copying. Docket materials may be sent by electronic mail to A–and–R–Docket@epa.gov.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: General questions concerning today’s technical amendment should be addressed to Jan King, Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards, Air Quality Strategies and Standards Division, MD–15, Research Triangle Park, NC 27711, telephone (919) 541–5665; e-mail: king.jan@epa.gov. Specific questions on the revised NOx emissions budgets should be directed to Gregory Stella, Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards, Emissions Monitoring and Analysis Division, MD–14, Research Triangle Park, NC 27711, telephone (919) 541–3649; e-mail: stella.greg@epa.gov. Specific questions on the electric generating unit (EGU) sector should be directed to Kevin Culligan, Office of Atmospheric Programs, Clean Air Markets Division, 401 M St., SW, 6204J, Washington, D.C., 20460, telephone (202) 564–9172; e-mail: culligan.kevin@epa.gov.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: By notice dated October 27, 1998, EPA published the final NOx SIP call. The final NOx SIP call provided the opportunity for comments on 2007 baseline sub-inventory revisions. If data submitted by commenters were determined to be technically justified, the State baseline inventory and budgets for the NOx SIP call would be revised to include the new data. In response to the comments received during this comment period, revised baseline inventories and budgets were published in the May 14, 1999 technical amendment (64 FR 26298).

The EPA is proceeding to final action now on a second technical amendment based on further comments received from the public in response to the SIP call and the request for comments on inventory revisions as well as the May 14, 1999 technical amendment. The final NOx SIP call required that the SIPs be submitted by September 30, 1999 and the controls be implemented by May 1, 2003. On May 25, 1999, the courts granted a stay on the SIP submittal date of September 30, 1999. However, we are moving forward with these corrections because some States are voluntarily submitting SIPs as soon as they can incorporate the new emissions inventory and statewide budget numbers. Also, today’s changes are necessary to make the NOx SIP Call inventory consistent with the inventory adopted when EPA granted Section 126 petitions on December 17, 1999. The NOx SIP Call and the Section 126 petitions are to be based on the same inventory. To the extent relevant, the corrections contained in today’s action have already been incorporated in the section 126 inventory. To the extent the Administrative Procedure Act might require publication of an additional notice of proposed rulemaking for this action, EPA finds good cause to dispense with such a proposal. The EPA finds it would be contrary to the public interest, because a number of States are proceeding with revisions to their SIPs that are dependent upon finalization of these inventories. Any delay in finalizing these inventories would require States to delay submitting their SIP revisions and therefore could delay emissions reductions that would be realized as a result of these SIP revisions. Furthermore, EPA has already provided a sufficient opportunity for public comment on the inventory issues (5